The Path of Most Resistance

Flash back a few years. We are about to witness one of what appears to be extraordinary manifestations. Terry Sheldon is standing on a San Diego Loma Boulevard, looking at twenty acres of wilderness. This property spells trouble. For nearly a year, a battle has raged, a battle of wits and the temporary power. The developers have been fighting back to get government permission to build on it. The state legislature has specifically restricted development here. Lawsuits have been filed. The stacks of paper that chronicle all the squabbles now grow into massive columns. Yet, Sheldon is thinking about buying the land and trying to build a garage here. His mind is set. Bin Laden has been building for years. In his mind, he sees hundreds of condominiums. He knows he would have to persuade the state legislature to pass a special bill, just for him, to make sure each development on this politically sensitive property. In addition to all the land purchased here, he would have to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on legal fees to get approval. The area is home to dozens of animal species, public relations agents, and others before the final hurdle ever ended. He knows that the developers will be back to try again. But, Sheldon is determined to stop this. He is not making a dollar. He is embarked on the mission of returning the land to its original state and making sure it's preserved for generations to come. He is committed to fighting for what he believes is right, even if it means taking on the developers and the political establishment. This is not just about one piece of property. It's about the future of the land, the environment, and the legacy we leave for future generations.
A Disaster Authority

I want to thank Paul Kreeger for how he "coped with a job". When the disaster was declared, Paul Kreeger ensured that the church's clothing was moved quickly and efficiently so that no one would be left without clothes. His dedication to the task was truly inspiring. The church, once again, was able to provide support and comfort to those in need.

Endless Sex

After we were married, we started experiencing issues with our sex life. It was not as fulfilling as we had hoped. By talking to our friends and doing some research, we discovered a lot of tips on how to improve our sex life. Now, we are much happier and more satisfied with each other.

FREE WITH A PURCHASE

Rutabaga

$1.29

Lettuce

$1.00

Avocado

$1.99

Tomato

$1.49

Celery

59¢

Seltzer water

59¢

Beverages

COCA-COLA

SODA

Pepsi

7up

Mountain Dew

$1.09

$1.09

$1.09

$1.09

The Pas de Du Nord Ballroom in San Diego, CA, is hosting a social event on Saturday, May 21st. The event is open to the public and promises to be a great night of dancing and music.

The Inside Story

Leilani Lady is a rock star up and coming in the music industry. She recently released her new album and it has been receiving rave reviews. Leilani Lady is a talented singer and songwriter who is sure to have a bright future in the music industry.

The Donut Lady

The Donut Lady is a popular donut shop located in downtown San Diego. They offer a wide variety of donuts, including glazed, chocolate, and frosted. The shop is known for its fresh and delicious donuts.

The Flop

The Flop is a new bar that opened recently in the heart of downtown San Diego. It offers a unique and trendy atmosphere with a wide selection of drinks and a menu of delicious food.

The O.K. Woman

The O.K. Woman is a new book that is gaining popularity. It is a self-help book that helps readers learn how to become happier and more successful in life.

The Third Eye

The Third Eye is a new movie that is set to release soon. It is a science fiction film about a group of scientists who discover a way to access an individual's third eye.

The Sweet Potato

The Sweet Potato is a new recipe book that features healthy and delicious sweet potato dishes. It is a great resource for those looking to incorporate sweet potatoes into their diet.

The Student

The Student is a new documentary that explores the lives of students around the world. It highlights the struggles and successes of students, and serves as a reminder of the importance of education.

The Unseen

The Unseen is a new thriller novel that is sure to keep readers on the edge of their seat. Written by a talented new author, it is a gripping tale of mystery and suspense.
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP

By Matthew Alive

A friend felt a "copper," an earthquake, a collision, a heart attack, or a telephone call. Seems to me that for many years, the city worked the crime scenes. Then the new law was enacted. It says that the police in Los Angeles are now supposed to be involved in all crime scenes and that the police are responsible for the crime scenes. This is a major change. It's a major step forward. It's a major change that's going to be beneficial to everyone. It's a major change that's going to be beneficial to everyone. It's a major change that's going to be beneficial to everyone.

TWO SMALL REASONS TO JOIN FAMILY FITNESS CENTERS

Simsuit seconds. 6 inches away, San Diego! Now's the time to start shaping up with a friend at Family Fitness Centers. We're your summer solution to the trim, toned body you're dreaming of. We've got more state-of-the-art equipment than any other facilities in the San Diego area. Lululeon, Nautilus, Dyna Cam & more. Plus we have Aerobic and Tonic classes; Babbling, Racquetball and Solariums are optional. Call or visit us today. If you're in the San Diego area, we're just 10 minutes away.

FRAME SALE

Shape-Up Summer Special

6 MONTHS FOR ONLY $99.

- NO BUSES - UNLIMITED HOURS
- FULL MEMBERSHIP

We will custom frame any poster up to 24" x 36" for only $29.95
- Your choice of gold, silver or black aluminum frame
- We will mount your poster so it will not ripple
- Wired and ready to hang with regular glass.
THE INSIDE STORY
BY PETER BERINGER

NEIGHBORHOOD ACTIVISTS OFTEN FACE A DILEMMA: They often support projects that are beneficial to the community, but are opposed to projects that they believe will harm it. This is the case with the proposed High School Modernization project in the San Francisco area. The project, which includes the construction of a new school building, has been met with mixed reactions from the community.

Marvin Goodman, a parent of a student at the proposed school, said, "As a parent, I want the best for my children. I believe that a new school building will provide a safer and more modern learning environment." However, some community members are concerned about the potential increase in property values and the strain on the local transportation system.

Meanwhile, local business owners are divided on the issue. "The new school will bring more people to the area," said one business owner, "but it will also put more pressure on our resources." Others fear that the increased traffic will deter potential customers.

Despite these concerns, the project is moving forward. The school board has approved the construction plans, and the community is preparing for the changes that will come with it.

In conclusion, the High School Modernization project is a complex issue that affects many different groups. While some are excited about the potential benefits, others are wary of the potential drawbacks. As the project moves forward, it will be important for the community to continue to communicate and work together to find a solution that benefits everyone.

BANKRUPTCY PRICES

We bought out a bankrupt L.A. furniture maker who will be out of business by June 5th. Until June 5th BUY AT BANKRUPTCY PRICES!

1. Rattan Swivel Rocking Chair $79.99
2. Solid Oak Dining Table $89.99
3. Matching Oak & Cane Dining Chairs $25.99
4. Solid Oak End Table $11.99
5. Rattan Baby Crib $49.99
6. Doll Crib $39.99

Your Choice $15.99

GARDENIA, Night Blooming Jasmine & Star Jasmine
The three sweetest smelling flowers. 1 pt. 2 for $5.99

NEW FRESH HERBS: Sweet Basil, Oregano, Cilantro and assorted varieties. 3" pots 2 for $1.00

OPEN 9AM - 7PM 7 DAYS A WEEK
1821 E. Washington Blvd. #140
108-109

$79.99
NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD!

See yourself in contact lenses. Discover the natural radiance of your own beautiful eyes. For as low as $78.00. The Professional Vision Care Package includes everything you need for a complete vision examination, expert daily care lenses, consultation and fitting. Less substitutions. Vision report, annual training and two month follow-up care. All this for less than an average pair of glasses.

Try on several lenses. Select, compare, pass, savor, gleam, steer, or dash up your own. See 50 Extravagant wear and Contacti (last name). The Professional Vision Care Package is only $78.00.

Treat yourself to a fresh new look at an affordable price. Make an appointment today and ask for The Professional Vision Care Experience.

NORCAL VISION CARE

15400 Folsom Blvd.
Suite 300
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
408-957-1300
Resistance

One of the many things about Terry Sheehan that sets him apart is his propensity for taking criticism and not simply defending himself against it but instead turning it right back and lobbing it back at his critics. He also believes that criticism is a tool that he can use to improve his business. He has been in the toy industry for over 20 years and during that time, he has faced a lot of criticism from the outside world. However, he has never let that discourage him from doing what he loves. In fact, he sees this as an opportunity to improve his business and to make it better. He takes criticism very seriously and uses it to his advantage.

When asked about his business philosophy, Terry Sheehan said, "I believe in taking criticism seriously and using it to improve my business. I don't believe in simply defending myself against it. Instead, I turn it right back and lob it back at my critics. This has helped me to grow and improve over the years."

Sheehan's business, Toy World, has been in operation for over 20 years and during that time, he has faced a lot of criticism from the outside world. However, he has never let that discourage him from doing what he loves. In fact, he sees this as an opportunity to improve his business and to make it better. He takes criticism very seriously and uses it to his advantage.

Sheehan's business philosophy is based on the idea that criticism is a tool that he can use to improve his business. He believes that by taking criticism seriously and using it to his advantage, he can make his business better and more successful. This has helped him to grow and improve over the years, and it is something that he will continue to do in the future.

Sheehan's business, Toy World, has been in operation for over 20 years and during that time, he has faced a lot of criticism from the outside world. However, he has never let that discourage him from doing what he loves. In fact, he sees this as an opportunity to improve his business and to make it better. He takes criticism very seriously and uses it to his advantage.

Sheehan's business philosophy is based on the idea that criticism is a tool that he can use to improve his business. He believes that by taking criticism seriously and using it to his advantage, he can make his business better and more successful. This has helped him to grow and improve over the years, and it is something that he will continue to do in the future.

Sheehan's business, Toy World, has been in operation for over 20 years and during that time, he has faced a lot of criticism from the outside world. However, he has never let that discourage him from doing what he loves. In fact, he sees this as an opportunity to improve his business and to make it better. He takes criticism very seriously and uses it to his advantage.

Sheehan's business philosophy is based on the idea that criticism is a tool that he can use to improve his business. He believes that by taking criticism seriously and using it to his advantage, he can make his business better and more successful. This has helped him to grow and improve over the years, and it is something that he will continue to do in the future.
Resistance

moderate-income housing units in the coastal area, and the commissioners thought one way to do that was to increase the density of the coastal area. If the commis-
sioners didn't like the fact that they could see the ocean, the attorneys general filed suit in March 1985 and the commission was forced to act in the interest of the community. If the com-
mis-sioners didn't like the idea that they could see the ocean, the attorneys general filed suit in March 1985 and the commission was forced to act in the interest of the community.

For all its troubles with the Del Mar Bluffs project, something the commission felt was a good idea as it should have been, but it was a reasonable reason for postponement.

As important, however, was the knowledge Sheldon acquired. After that initial community concern, he says, he wanted to see if the community was interested in having more housing in the coastal area. He decided to test the waters by putting on a public meeting to discuss the idea of having more housing in the coastal area. The meeting was well attended, and Sheldon says it was a success. It was a 25 percent increase, he says, instead of the 20 percent increase he was hoping for. Sheldon says he will continue to look into the idea of having more housing in the coastal area, but he wants to be sure that the community is interested in the idea before moving forward.

USC
STANFORD
National University

Going Out of Business!
Women's and Men's Fashion Shoes

40% Off All Women's
clothing

20-30% Off L.A. Gear

Sports Shoes

20-30% Off Men's

All Chechies

20-30% Off All Canadien

20-60% Off All Lenhart &

Pumps

40% Off All Leather and

harry handbags

That's Shoe Biz

6155 El Cajon Blvd. in the Campus Plaza (College Ave at El Cajon Blvd. near Subway) 283-7535
Monday-Saturday 10am-7pm; Sunday 11am-5pm
MasterCard and Visa accepted

The three largest independent universities in California.*

563-7200
954-2000

SAN DIEGO - NORTH COUNTY


*Nonprofit entities are not subject to the nondiscrimination provisions of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Resistance

one of the dramatically different pictures of the Sierra Club's new problem: the attack on a loveable old tree in a forest that is the home of the Sierra Club's membership. The Sierra Club's membership is the Sierra Club's lifeblood, and the club's survival is threatened by the attack on this tree.

The Sierra Club is a national organization that was founded in 1892 to protect the nation's forests and natural resources. Since its founding, the Sierra Club has worked to protect the environment and to promote responsible land use. The Sierra Club's membership is made up of individuals who are committed to protecting the environment and to ensuring that the planet's natural resources are preserved for future generations.

The attack on this tree is a serious threat to the Sierra Club's membership and to the club's ability to continue its mission. The Sierra Club is currently working to protect the tree from being removed, and it is asking its members to support its efforts by writing letters to their elected officials and by attending public hearings.

The Sierra Club is a powerful and influential organization, and its membership is a vital part of its success. The Sierra Club's membership is made up of individuals who are committed to protecting the environment and to ensuring that the planet's natural resources are preserved for future generations. The Sierra Club is currently working to protect the tree from being removed, and it is asking its members to support its efforts by writing letters to their elected officials and by attending public hearings.

The Sierra Club is a powerful and influential organization, and its membership is a vital part of its success. The Sierra Club's membership is made up of individuals who are committed to protecting the environment and to ensuring that the planet's natural resources are preserved for future generations. The Sierra Club is currently working to protect the tree from being removed, and it is asking its members to support its efforts by writing letters to their elected officials and by attending public hearings.
Restraint

When the new federal health charges are finally levied, San Diegans will see their health care costs soar. They will pay a heavy price for the federal government's failure to act.

"Our federal government has been nothing but a barrier to health care reform," said David S. Dworkin, a San Diego attorney who specializes in health care law. "They've been more interested in protecting their own interests than in protecting the health of the American people."

Dworkin was speaking at a press conference in downtown San Diego where he unveiled a new report on the costs of federal health care policy. The report, "The True Cost of Federal Health Care Policy," is based on a study of federal health care spending over the past decade.

"The federal government spends billions of dollars on health care every year," Dworkin said. "But it's not spending that money wisely. It's not providing the care that people need. It's not protecting the health of the American people."

Dworkin said the federal government needs to take a hard look at its health care policy and make some tough decisions. "We can't keep spending billions of dollars on health care and not see any results," he said. "We need to start making some cuts and making some tough choices."
Y-CLAMP A GREAT GIFT IDEA FOR FATHER’S DAY

送给他这个夏天最好的礼物

A perfect gift for the man who loves to work with wood or metal.

CHAIN REPAIR only $4.50
RINGS SIZING FROM $8.50

with this ad

Custom designs made with your old gold: Rings start at $15.
Goldsmith on premises
Layaway now for that special occasion. FREE jewelry cleaning while you wait.

K & G GOLD & DIAMONDS
2725 Congress Street, Old Town. 297-6080

Y-CLAMP A GREAT GIFT IDEA FOR FATHER’S DAY

Send him a Y-CLAMP for Father’s Day. It’s a perfect gift for any man who loves to work with wood or metal.

CHAIN REPAIR only $4.50
RINGS SIZING FROM $8.50

with this ad

Custom designs made with your old gold: Rings start at $15.
Goldsmith on premises
Layaway now for that special occasion. FREE jewelry cleaning while you wait.

K & G GOLD & DIAMONDS
2725 Congress Street, Old Town. 297-6080
There's no denying it; I'm a one-way follower. "Drip and grind," I mutter, according to one of my least kind derivatives. I don't know exactly when or why it happened. My parents remember me as a bright and peppy child, curious and talkative, with ready answers and a sparkling future. But as I grew, I began to drift. I found myself getting lost in the shuffle of life, and I couldn't find my way back. Then one day, out of the blue, I hit a wall. I couldn't breathe, I couldn't think. I was drowning, and I didn't know what to do.

That's when I discovered the "Drip and grind" lifestyle. It was like a breath of fresh air. Suddenly, I could breathe again. I could think. I could see the light at the end of the tunnel. I was on my way back.

And so I continued on my path, following the "Drip and grind" philosophy. I never looked back. I never looked forward. I just followed the path that was laid out for me. And I was never let down. I was never let down by anyone.

That's why I'm here today. I'm here to share my story. I'm here to show you that it's never too late to find your way back. That it's never too late to find your path. That it's never too late to find your light.

So, if you're feeling lost, if you're feeling down, if you're feeling like you can't find your way back, I urge you to take a deep breath. I urge you to look inside. I urge you to find your path. I urge you to find your light.

Because, trust me, it's there. It's always there. It's always waiting for you. It's waiting for you to find it. It's waiting for you to follow it. It's waiting for you to live.

And so, I leave you with this: never give up. Never give up on yourself. You are worth finding. You are worth living. You are worth the light.
I pressed Psychic Pets to my forehead and conjured an image of my pet goldfish. To this internal appariation I spoke, "Bud, I'm okay and I'll be home soon."
**Woman of Letters**

*Sarah Vargas, Barry Bostwick, After Hours*

JEFF SMITH

A few weeks ago, I was asked to review Elia Kazan's film, "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn," which was released several years ago. As the reviewer was available, I was invited to write a review of the film. However, I found that the film was quite difficult to review because I did not have the necessary background to understand the film. I was also concerned about the film's historically accurate portrayal of the time period. Instead, I decided to review a different film titled "After Hours." This film was a much more enjoyable experience and provided me with the necessary background to understand the film.

---

**SERIOUS WARNING - WE GUARANTEE IT!**

After 35 years in business we know what our diet can do. At Diet Center you'll see fast results. Without gimmicks or drugs. Without special foods to buy. Without hunger. And after those pounds and inches are gone, they're gone! Your first personal consultation is absolutely free. So please call right now.

---

**FRENCH SUNGLASS SALE**

$9.99

SUNGLASS PRICES GUARANTEED - WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

---

**WHY OUR TURNTABLES PERFORM BETTER**

Breier Sound Center

**NEW SUMMER ARRIVALS!**

**BANG & OLUFSEN TX-2 LINEAR TRACKING TURNTABLE**

The Klipsch Forte

This new Fortis speaker system represents years of development in the Klipsch line. It is a product of high quality and performance with a big, full sound when taken apart.

**IF YOU'VE BEEN PRAYING FOR THE ULTIMATE SUMMER SALE, IT WORKED**

30% TO 50% OFF

**SAVVE UP TO 70% ON OUR FRENCH COLLECTION SUNGLASSES!**

---

**TROPICAL NIGHTS**

**IF YOU'VE BEEN PRAYING FOR THE ULTIMATE SUMMER SALE, IT WORKED**

---

**REMEMBER:**

To order yourturntables for the best part of years,

**MIRACULOUS MISSION BOULEVARD**

**213-420-3737**

**ENGINEERS**

---

**NEW SUMMER ARRIVALS!**

---

**Pacific Eyes & T's**

---

**FREE ENTERION CERTIFICATE**

---

**Prefab**

---

**NEW SUMMER ARRIVALS!**

---

**Pacific Eyes & T's**

---

**NEW SUMMER ARRIVALS!**
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**Pacific Eyes & T's**
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**NEW SUMMER ARRIVALS!**
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**Pacific Eyes & T's**

---

**NEW SUMMER ARRIVALS!**

---

**Pacific Eyes & T's**

---

**NEW SUMMER ARRIVALS!**

---

**Pacific Eyes & T's**
Up before Sundown

ELEANOR WIDMER

The Restaurant: La Ronda
The Location: 4542 E. Camino Boulevard (203-2150)
Type of Food: Mexican comida
Price Range: $2.00 to $3.00
Hours: 7:00 AM to 9:00 PM

This story has about as much quality and heart as a jelly roll. We spent a time. As it happens, it's a contemporary tale of bootstrap and courage on the part of two women, mother and daughter. They were once in Hollywood, where Operandi had been the spot of smart turn and made a splash. They relocated to Kamiah, a land that was not nearly as beautiful and made a splash. They had many relatives in the United States, and it was their desire to visit home. One day, they were offered a position at La Ronda, a restaurant in San Diego. They agreed, and the journey began. They brought with them their experience and talent, and their kitchen soon became legendary. They had become known in the city and decided to stay, and they also decided to open their own restaurant. The story is one of courage and hard work, and it shows how the American dream is possible. It's a story of two women who have made a name for themselves in the culinary world.

Jigsaw

LA JOLLA
7946 HAGHOURD AVE.
458-1600

SAN DIEGO
470 HORTON PLAZA
689-5789

CONTEMPORARY CLOTHING, SHOES & ACCESSORIES FOR MEN & WOMEN

She's Been Framed

Custom Frame Any Picture, Print or Paper Collectible Up To 24x36 inches. Don't Give Up Chance or Quality.

Phone Special Includes
- Choice of Black Chicken alternative
- Free mounting of picture or print
- Free matting of all sizes
- Free framing of all pictures up to 10" x 12"

$29.95

GIGANTIC Frame $52.50FRAMED 170

COS-TOM FRAME PICTURE FRAME
2233 4th Ave., No. 11
Chula Vista
426-1664

Man Fri. 6 till 7, Sat. & Sun. 3 till 7
Near Main St. & Acme at Chula Vista

Get a "QUIKI"
10-minute oil change & filter with lube
No waiting • No appointment

• Quality oil • Replacing of filter • Certified operators • Complete change of transmission, transfer case, cylinder, power steering, battery, scrabbled washer and differential

$15.95

With this ad, Expires June 14, 1976. Not valid with any other offer.

Selecting Quaker State Oil, Camellia's Service $1.00 extra. IRC, American Express

QUIKI OIL CHANGE
3049 W. Point Loma Boulevard (inside Car Wash) 225-8843

INTRODUCING SAN DIEGO'S ONLY RETAIL NEON SPECIALTY SHOP

DON'T BE FOOLED BY GIMMICKS!
LOOK FOR QUALITY CARE AT A REASONABLE PRICE.
OUR FEES ARE COMPLETE!

CONTACT LENSES

GIGANTIC(8) $109

Regular(8) $99

Dailies(30) $39

Silicon(8) $49

Contact lenses are a service of the eye. Always look for quality care.

REPLACEMENT LENSES & GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

OPTOMETRIST
2194 4th Ave., Suite 102
(Rebound) Bldg. #4, across from Embassy of Finland of San Diego
Reservations recommended
(619) 232-3277
EVENING APPOINTMENTS THURSDAY 8:00AM-7:00PM
ONE-HOUR SERVICE

ADD TO OUR FRENCH BAKERY
Two Tones

By JOHN MOODY

They get together almost every week to ride the same old gondola on the river. But they're not just any ordinary group of bike riders. They call themselves the Two Tones, and they're a special breed of cyclist who have formed a bond that's both unique and remarkable.

As the sun sets over the city, the Two Tones gear up for their weekly ride. They're dressed in their signature black and white uniforms, each one with a distinctive number sewn into the back, representing their order of arrival on the ride. Their leader, John, is always second to last, and he wears the number 100, a nod to his love for photography and the fact that he's been part of the Two Tones for 100 weeks straight.

The ride begins as they pedal up the hill, the city lights flickering into view behind them. The Two Tones talk about their latest photography projects, their favorite coffee shops, and the best places to eat in the city. They've become more than just a group of bike riders; they're a family, a community, and a source of inspiration for others to follow.

As they reach the top of the hill, they take in the panoramic view of the city. The Two Tones know they're among the few who appreciate the beauty of the city from this vantage point. They're not just enjoying the moment; they're creating memories that will last a lifetime.

For the Two Tones, it's not just about riding bikes; it's about the connection they share with each other and with the city they call home. They've found a way to bring joy and community to a place that can often feel cold and distant. And as long as they keep pedaling, they know they'll continue to inspire others to do the same.
Nine New Things

The forests, mind-bending displays of the prehistoric and the surreal, and intriguing and sometimes disturbingly beautiful sites of the natural world are all on display in the Natural History Museum's new exhibit. 'The Natural Environment.' The exhibit offers a glimpse into the world of science and exploration through the eyes of nature's wonders. From the vast, towering redwoods to the delicate and fragile flora and fauna, the exhibit features a variety of ecosystems. The exhibit is open daily from 10 am to 5 pm.

Remembrance Of Things Past

Surfing has been a central activity in Southern California for decades. The wave is the heart of the surfing culture, and its influence has spread far beyond the shores of California. In this special section, we explore the history of surfing, from its origins in Hawaii to its modern-day popularity. We delve into the stories of famous surfers and the influential designers who shaped the sport. This section includes interviews with surfers, photographers, and writers, as well as a collection of photographs and artwork that captures the spirit of surfing.

The Reasons

On Tuesday night, June 12, the legendary surf shop Route One will host a special event to celebrate the launch of the Wild Horizons Outfitters collection. The event will feature live performances by local musicians, as well as a variety of other activities, including a surf film screening and a raffle with exciting prizes. The event is free and open to the public, and will run from 6 pm to 9 pm. Route One is located at 123 Main Street, San Diego.

From The Tropicana In Havana

In this special feature, we take a look at the famous Tropicana resort in Havana, Cuba. Known for its elaborate nightclubs and opulent surroundings, the Tropicana has been a popular destination for tourists for decades. In this article, we explore the history of the Tropicana, from its construction in the 1950s to its current status as a cultural institution. We also feature interviews with current and former employees, as well as a collection of photographs that capture the essence of this iconic Havana landmark.

Adventure: Wild Horizons Outfitters

The Tropicana is located at 123 Main Street, San Diego. Route One is open daily from 10 am to 5 pm. The Wild Horizons Outfitters collection is available for purchase at the store. For more information, please call 123-4567.
READER'S GUIDE

Dance

On Friday and Saturday evenings, the Warner Bros. Studio Tour features the classic musical "The Wizard of Oz." Performances begin at 7:30 p.m. on Friday and 7:00 p.m. on Saturday. For tickets, visit the studio's website or call 800-WB-STUDIO.

Music

The San Diego Symphony presents a special concert featuring the music of Johann Sebastian Bach and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart on Saturday, June 18, at 8:00 p.m. at the Copley Symphony Hall. Tickets are available online or by calling 619-234-5656.

Film

The San Diego Film Festival, the largest and longest-running film festival on the West Coast, kicks off on Friday, June 10, with the screening of "The Wiz." The festival runs until Sunday, June 19, with a variety of film screenings, workshops, and events. For more information, visit the festival's website or call 619-234-5656.

HYPNOSIS WORKS!

Take charge of your life. Free introduction to Hypnosis Guest Night Workshop, June 2, 6 p.m., Main Stage Theatre. $20. Registration required. Workshop includes: stress management, relaxation, concentration, and self-esteem. For more information, call 619-234-5656.
READER'S GUIDE

Radley TV
tel: 471-6726
"The Blue Room," "Whistle Stop" and "Clear Skies" are currently running. For English and Spanish language shows, call 673-1234, RTV Channel 13.

"Eliot's," 2643 32nd Street. Stop in for a cup of coffee and a newspaper. Open Sunday, 9 a.m.-10 p.m.; Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 a.m.

R. B. Killen, motorcycle dealer. The Killens are part of Kaiser's Dealer Group. R. B. Killen, 10120 Mission Valley Rd.

"The New York Times" and "The Wall Street Journal" are available in many locations in and around the city. Check your local newspaper for details.

The San Diego Reader, 1017 K St., 91085. Phone 234-9510 for information.

TO LOCAL EVENTS

An Access program Annex
is a monthly magazine listing hundreds of activities and courses designed to make new friends, have fun and learn something also.

* "The rendezvous of the Access Annex Education program has reached new heights.

And the price is right. It's Free.

For a one-year Subscription telephone 1-800/U.S. ANNEX or 296-6219.

LASERIUM PRESENTS

Viva VAUDEVILLE!

The Well, Animals and You Was Here

At the Reuben H. Fleet Space Theater and Science Center - Balboa Park 230-1180

MOONLIGHT POWER

PETER ROSE

MOTION PICTURES - A live venture from PETER ROSE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

"MALLY'S" and "Dance Floor" are broadcast on KFMB Channel 4.

This week's list of events in Progress includes the San Diego Museum of Art, the La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art and the Center for Contemporary Art. The list is compiled by the San Diego Museum of Art, the La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art and the Center for Contemporary Art. The list is compiled by the San Diego Museum of Art, the La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art and the Center for Contemporary Art.

"The Blue Room," "Whistle Stop" and "Clear Skies" are currently running. For English and Spanish language shows, call 673-1234, RTV Channel 13.

"Eliot's," 2643 32nd Street. Stop in for a cup of coffee and a newspaper. Open Sunday, 9 a.m.-10 p.m.; Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 a.m.

R. B. Killen, motorcycle dealer. The Killens are part of Kaiser's Dealer Group. R. B. Killen, 10120 Mission Valley Rd.

"The New York Times" and "The Wall Street Journal" are available in many locations in and around the city. Check your local newspaper for details.

The San Diego Reader, 1017 K St., 91085. Phone 234-9510 for information.
READER'S GUIDE

TO LOCAL EVENTS

WHAT IS
ENTERTAINMENT LAW?
Learning to market theatrical entertainment
law is a complex process that requires a keen
understanding of the legal issues involved in
developing, producing, and marketing
musicals, film, television, and other forms of
entertainment. This is an advanced degree from
the University of Southern California, which
provides an excellent foundation for those
who want to work in the entertainment industry.

For Kids

Opening the Lyric soil on June 1 &
SUNDAY & MONDAY,
JUNE 1 & 2

THE MISS
GREATER SAN DIEGO PAGEANT

The official preliminary
for Miss California,
U.S.A. Pageant

Entry deadline August 23

The official preliminary
for Miss California,
U.S.A. Pageant

IMPROVISATION

American Original Comedy Showcases
Kelly Monteith
Appearing May 29-June 1

Models Needed for Hair Show

Models are needed for a hair show
Saturday, May 21 and Sunday, June 1 from 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM.
Sign up at the entrance. Contact 619-483-4530.

SEA BOATING CELEBRATION

Saturday, May 21 and Sunday, June 1 from 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM
Sign up at the entrance. Contact 619-483-4530.
Readers' Guide

Things

The..., an exploration of the structure and function of the human body, is now available at your local bookstore.

New York: The Times & Life.

The annual meeting of the American Medical Association will be held in San Francisco. 

The last book that I read...

Sports

The San Francisco Giants will play their first home game of the season against the Los Angeles Dodgers. 

The San Francisco 49ers will play their first home game of the season against the Dallas Cowboys.

To Local Events

Local Events for the weekend of June 1...

Carmel Valley Art Festival

May 31 & June 1
Carmel Valley Road

Learn to Be a Makeup Artist

May 31
The John Cassadine Model Center

Oceanfront Hotel/Spa in Mexico

BAJA 99

For a fun, relaxing vacation in Mexico, check out Baja 99. 

Energy!

Creativity, Health, & Wellness

You can have it all.

The Radiance Technique

Free introductory workshops

Monday, June 5 - 7:00 pm

Institute of Global Health

For more information, call 415-455-0070.

Extent

Energy: The Ultimate Source

$60.00

Aerofit

Ladies: Call for price

Aerofit

MEN'S: $29.99

Aerofit

WOMEN'S: $29.99

Aerofit

WOMEN'S: $29.99

For more information, call 415-455-0070.
WINDHAM HILL
THE SUMMER CONCERT

SHADOWFAX
WILL ACKERMAN
MICHAEL HEDGES

DATE
JULY
22

THE MANHATTAN TRANSFER

SPYRO GYRA
STANLEY JORDAN

DATE
SEPTEMBER
16

ALARM
with Special Guest
T.S.O.L.

TANGERINE DREAM

ROBIN WILLIAMS
Reserved $38.95 & $33.95

NOW SHOWING
GALLAGHER'S
ROCK 'N ROLL SHOW

MICHELON
MIRACLE TOUR '86

DEPECHE MODE
Reserved $25.95 & $21.95

TICKETS ON SALE FRIDAY, JUNE 28

FOR INFORMATION CALL:
AVALON CONCERTLINE (213) 876-2800

4000 AVENUE OF THE STARS

AVALON CONCERTLINE (213) 876-2800

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO A $1.50 FACILITY CHARGE PLUS OUTLET AND TWO OUTFIT HANDLING FEES. ALL SALES FINAL. NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES. ALL PERFORMERS AND ACTUAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. TALENT CANCELLATIONS POSSIBLE ON SHORT NOTICE. TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL AVALON BOX OFFICE OUTLETS OR BY PHONE (213) 876-2800 OR (213) 360-3200 (TOLL FREE). telefone EMERGENCY (213) 876-2800. PRODUCED BY AVALON.
JUNE 28
SAN DIEGO
SPORTS ARENA

VAN HALEN

AND THE ROCK 'N' ROLLERS OF SAN DIEGO PROUDLY WELCOME
THE 1986 NORTH AMERICAN TOUR

KGB-FM
Dave Valentin and Hollis Gentry

Together in the debut performance of San Diego's newest jazz tandem, Hollis Gentry's Neon Two.

San Diego's latest jazz venue, Hollis Gentry's Neon, offers an exciting lineup of local and national talent. Following a recent appearance at Cafféippi, the jazz tandem of Dave Valentin and Hollis Gentry is back, bringing their unique sound to the neon lights of their new location. The venue, which is located at 10420 San Diego Avenue, Road, is open from 9-2.

Dave Valentin, a Grammy Award-winning saxophonist, and Hollis Gentry, a multi-instrumentalist, have a combined expertise that sets them apart in the world of jazz. Their harmonious performance is a treat for music lovers looking to experience a night of high-quality music.

Don't miss this opportunity to enjoy a live performance from Dave Valentin and Hollis Gentry at Hollis Gentry's Neon Two. The venue is open from 9-2, and tickets are available online. Make sure to get your tickets in advance to secure your spot at this exciting event.
**FREE VIDEO MOVIES FOR LIFE!**

**NO MORE RENTAL CHARGES!**
**NO MORE LATE CHARGES!**
**EXCHANGE MOVIES ANYTIME!**

Find out how you can have free video movies for life and more at the free

**VIDEO CITY EXCHANGE MEETING**
**MONDAY, JUNE 2 • 7:00 PM**

Seminars by the Bay, Marina Village
1936 Quayside Drive (next to the Salomon House) **Arrive early, seating is limited.**

---

**Monday Night Madness**

**$3 Per Person Per Hour**

Ofuro Hot Tub
790 Thomas Ave., Pacific Beach • 483-3546

Under New Ownership

Ofuro now serves the highest standard of quality and expects only the best from their customers.

**$3 Off One Hour of Hot Tub**


---

**CONTACT LENSES TO GO**

**REPLACEMENT SOFT LENSES IN LITTLE TIME FOR LITTLE MONEY**

- $3 Off One Hour of Hot Tub

---

**Current Movies**

- **Dan's Monologue**
  - Directed by: Fred Schepisi
  - Starring: Peter Scolari, Robby Benson, Meryl Streep, Christopher Lloyd

- **Makin' It**
  - Directed by: Sidney Lumet
  - Starring: Robert Klein, Eddie Murphy, Teri Hatcher, O.J. Simpson

- **Batteries Not Included**
  - Directed by: Richard Benjamin
  - Starring: John Lithgow, Teri Hatcher, Robert Hays, O.J. Simpson

- **Nice + Nice**
  - Directed by: Howard Franklin
  - Starring: Randee Heller, Michael Connelly

- **The Skin Two**
  - Directed by: John Frankenheimer
  - Starring: Joel McCrea, William Shatner, Verna Felton

---

**American Flyers**

**CRIMINALS**

- Directed by: John Frankenheimer
- Starring: David Niven, William Shatner, Verna Felton

---

**Bad Medicine**

- Directed by: John Frankenheimer
- Starring: David Niven, William Shatner, Verna Felton

---

**More Hits**

- Directed by: John Frankenheimer
- Starring: David Niven, William Shatner, Verna Felton

---

**25 BRANCHES NOW OPEN 7 days a week**

---

**Legend**

- Directed by: John Frankenheimer
- Starring: David Niven, William Shatner, Verna Felton
CURRENT MOVIES

The Movie (F) - A fascinating look at the world's most famous rock band, The Beatles. Directed by Martin Scorsese, the film explores their rise to fame, their personal lives, and the impact they had on popular culture.

The Lost Weekend (F) - A powerful drama about the descent into alcoholism. Directed by Billy Wilder, the film stars Ray Milland and is a classic of the 1940s era. The screenplay won an Academy Award.

D-Day (F) - A historical drama about the Allied invasion of Normandy during World War II. Directed by Steven Spielberg, the film stars Tom Hanks and is a tribute to those who fought in the war.

The Searchers (F) - A classic western directed by John Ford, starring John Wayne. The film tells the story of a frontier scout who must protect a Native American girl from capture.

CURRENT MOVIES

Smart!

Nothing makes as much sense as 100% cotton for summer.

Our exclusive Smart line - sportscord and basics are priced right and available in Peach or White. Beautifully tailored, contemporary and very flattering,

SPORTSCORD WASH AND WEAR
BLANKS $3.00
S-click $7.00
100% COTTON

ONE WEEK ONLY Limited to quantities on hand

INTERNATIONAL MALE

SAN DIEGO - 2800 MIDWAY DRIVE - 619/255-2775 - MON - FRI 10-9 - SAT 10-6 - SUN 11-6
WEST HOLLYWOOD - 1000 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD - 213/377-6265 - MON - FRI 10-6 - SAT 10-7 - SUN NOON-6
BOTH STORES OFFER ADJOIN FREE PARKING AND ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Beauty
And The Beach.

Pacific Terrace

Follow the stars and enjoy
vibrant, oceanfront dining
with pool, spa, award-winning
beach, and complimentary
continental breakfast every day.

How your family can be saved in the
CHAMPU5 CARE COVERAG3 CRUNCH.

ChampusCare.com/Hillside

Hillside Hospital's Guarantee to You

In every special issue of the Florida State University Student Union's newspaper, the student government program can be read.

Hillside Hospital sells its services to you.

Save now with the Florida State Student Union Student Health Plan. University students get the best advantage of a full range of services, and help support the hospital's mission of providing quality medical care.

For a larger leaflet in English, please contact the hospital's community relations office.
Compare prices — then call us! From the Low Price Leader

SPECIAL GOOD THRU JUNE 4

MEXICO!! $219
d by person

SPECIALS

For all your bird needs
Pets - Birds - Exotics
Birds - Parrots
Birds - Ducks - Fish

Mostly Posters
Posters - Postcards

Cruises
UP TO 40% OFF
Alaska Caribbean Mexico
3405 Centinela Rd South
310-478-1100

5 tanning sessions—$15

For all your bird needs

Compare prices — then call us! From the Low Price Leader

30-day Extended Wear Contact Lenses

Call now!

Limited number of appointments available!

Contact Lenses Unlimited, Inc.

Chula Vista
425-303-1654

Solana Beach
456-303-1654

(Open from courthouse)

Come see what you’re missing!!

- the 5 styles of handcrafted furtions in standard and custom sizes
- the 4 exciting frames you won’t see anywhere else
- the 3 ways to own — bank financing, Visa/MC or cash
- the 2 convenient locations to serve you
- the 1 place that has it all in San Diego

“1 cannot rest from travel...”

...wrote Alfred Tennyson. Like all experienced wayfarers, he on board chose versatile, comfortable travel clothing made of durable natural fibers.

Find more time to listen to classical music...

let us put your money under management.

You just might say, Thank you PaineWebber

Tune in to the Symphony Preview on KFSD-FM every Wednesday at 8:00 pm.

KESO-FM
Classics for San Diego
End of May
WEEKEND CLEARANCE
FRIDAY • SATURDAY • SUNDAY • MONDAY
MANY ITEMS
BLOW OUT COST
All ’86 models must be sold. New stock is factory sealed and display model specials. Factory serviced specials guaranteed! Hurry, quantities limited to stock on hand.

Panasonic

SAN DIEGO READER
FREE CLASSIFIEDS
Free ads are available to readers and to nonprofit organizations that do not charge for their services. Only one ad per week. Each must be 10 words or less and cannot exceed $5.00. Ads are accepted from Monday through Friday until 4pm. All ads are subject to the approval of the Reader. If accepted, the Reader reserves the right to edit or delete any ad.

MAILING DEADLINE
Ads must be received by 4pm Thursday or mailing deadline. All ads accepted will be mailed to advertisers. All ads accepted will be mailed to advertisers. Mail your ad to Reader Classifieds, PO Box 86000, San Diego, CA 92138.

WALK-ON DEADLINE
Ads may be brought to the Reader office 9am to 5pm Monday through Friday, or mailed through the US Postal Service. All ads accepted will be mailed to advertisers. Mail your ad to Reader Classifieds, PO Box 86000, San Diego, CA 92138.

PHONE DEADLINE
Ads may be placed live on the telephone 9am to 5pm Monday through Friday, or mailed through the US Postal Service. All ads accepted will be mailed to advertisers. Mail your ad to Reader Classifieds, PO Box 86000, San Diego, CA 92138.

PAID CLASSIFIEDS
Businesses owning paid classifieds agree to present display ad each week, each ad $5.00, minimum $75 per month. Payment must be received in advance. Display ads are accepted from Monday through Friday until 4pm. All ads are subject to the approval of the Reader. If accepted, the Reader reserves the right to edit or delete any ad.

DOCK MASTERS’ BUFFET BRUNCH
$12.95 Adults • $5.95 Children under 12
in the Shelter Island Marina Inn 223-2572
RECIPE: Don Pedro's Seafood Buffet Every Friday

Don Pedro Invites You To
An Italian Dinner
Half & Half Dinner For 2 $8.98

To A Mexican Dinner
Carne Asada For 2 Only $12.99*\nBoar, Beef, Goat, Veal

Valid every night except Friday closed Sunday

Don Pietro Invites You To
An Italian Dinner
Half & Half Dinner For 2 $8.98

All You Can Eat Seafood Buffet Every Friday

A beautiful buffet from the sea, featuring:

- Mussels, Clams, Shrimp
- Sliced Smoked Salmon, Hot Turkey, Ham, Cheese, Salami, and many others.
- Fresh Garden Salad Bar and Seasonal Fresh Fruits.

Only $15.99 per person

Coupons and special offers are subject to change. Check with your local Don Pedro's.

TWO LARGE PIZZAS
"with everything" featuring 10 toppings for only $9.99

plus tax. Regularly $15.78
Valid with coupon at participating Little Ceasars
Coupons only. One coupon per customer.

Toppings Include: Pepperoni, Ham, Canadian Bacon, Black Olives, Italian Sausage, Mushrooms, Green Peppers, Onions, Fresh Tomatoes and Pineapple upon request. No substitutions. Call ahead.

Best Quality, Reasonable Prices.
Sushi Bar
Sushi Nippon

Lunch Specials Sushi combination 10.00 (14 pieces)
Beer and wine available

June Specials served 11-6 p.m.

"All-You-Can-Eat-Sushi" only $10.00 per person.

"Dinner Combo" 14 Pieces—only $10.00 and if you order a 2nd Dinner Combo, get it half—only $5.50.

And More
Buy a large combo and receive a little coupon guaranteed to win beautiful prizes.

332 Fourth Avenue, San Diego
Located in the back of Horton Plaza

Monday—Thursday 10 a.m—10 p.m
Lunch 11 a.m—2 p.m Dinner 5 p.m—10 p.m
Call 448-9877 for more information.
LIFE IN HELL

By Matt Groening 1986

AUTOMOTIVE

CLUTCH SPECIAL
Effinicate the
middleman!
High performance shock absorber special
VW OWNERS ONLY!
All parts used and new
We'd be glad to fill your order with new or used parts
Call us at 555-1234

HIGH PERFORMANCE
SHOCK ABSORBER
SPECIAL

VW OWNERS ONLY!
ALL PARTS USED AND NEW
We'd be glad to fill your order with new or used parts
Call us at 555-1234

THE HEAT IS ON
INSIDE YOUR CAR'S TRANSMISSION

TRANSMISSION SERVICE
$18.95

COMPLETE RESEAL SERVICE $105.00

ATOMIC
TRANSMISSIONS
4158 Thunder Blvd., Pacific Beach 361-3507

Teflon Paint Sealant
Protects against colletion and fading
Interior Scotchgaurd, Bumpers, wheels
Under Coating,
Sound insulation and more
Plus, 5-year Warranty
Only $150

AUTOMOTIVE

BRA SALE
For each new set of brakes, your auto store
will paint them with Teflon paint for free,
deba, dirt and acid resistant.

Sale $69.95

North Court Service
4158 Thunder Blvd., Pacific Beach 361-3507

PREVIOUS POLISHING
WEATHER STRIPPING
TECHNIK WALLS

BRAKE POLISHING
PREVIOUS POLISHING
WEATHER STRIPPING
TECHNIK WALLS

CALIFORNIA
TRANSMISSIONS
4158 Thunder Blvd., Pacific Beach 361-3507

Precision Polishing
WHEEL POLISHING
RENOS REFINISHERS
CALIFORNIA SUNROOF

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT
PACIFIC AUTO BROKERS

DUGAN'S 120.5100

RHYTHM 120.5100
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OFF THE CUFF

What surprised you most at your class reunion?

By L. J. Johnson

Wanda Rodgers
Presidio
Bain Park
A few years ago, we had our twenty-fifth anniversary class reunion at the Presidio. I was nervous about the event, but it turned out to be a huge success. The reunion was held at the Presidio Officers' Club, which was beautifully decorated. We had a great turnout, with over one hundred people in attendance. The food was incredible, and we had a live band that played throughout the night. I was really surprised at how well the event was organized, and I was proud to be a part of it.

Red Ryder
San Diego
I still remember the day of our class reunion. It was held at the Presidio Officers' Club, and we had a great turnout. I was surprised to see so many people I hadn't seen in years. We had a lot of fun catching up and reminiscing about old times. One of the highlights of the evening was when we had a photo booth set up, and we all took pictures with our class photo from high school. It was a really fun night, and I'm glad we did it.

Boo Staccionato
Housewife
Our class reunion was held at the Presidio Officers' Club, and it was a lot of fun. We had a lot of laughs and shared some great stories. I was surprised at how well the event was run, and I was happy to see so many people in attendance. Overall, it was a great night, and I'm glad I was able to be a part of it.

Terry King
San Diego
I remember our class reunion at the Presidio Officers' Club. It was a great event, and we had a lot of fun catching up and reminiscing about old times. One of the highlights of the evening was when we had a photo booth set up, and we all took pictures with our class photo from high school. It was a really fun night, and I'm glad we did it.

Barbara Spenza
Journalist
I have attended many class reunions over the years, and this one was one of the best. The event was held at the Presidio Officers' Club, and we had a great turnout. I was surprised at how well the event was run, and I was happy to see so many people in attendance. Overall, it was a great night, and I'm glad I was able to be a part of it.

WEIGHT LOSS SALE

As our way of saying thank you on the occasion of our 15th birthday and as a special 2 for 1 offer on contact lenses, we are presenting the following offers:

WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM at 1/2 price by enjoying a free 10-25 lb loss in 4-8 weeks. This program differs from the regular treatment. May 15, 1986

PROVIDE CLEANER VISUALIZATION THAN SOFT CONTACT LENSES...

Oxygen permeable custom-fitted hard contact lenses...

+ Longer lasting + Easier to clean
+ Provides clearer vision than soft contact lenses

Contact:
Dr. Marvin Weitzman, O.D. Inc.
3200 S. Sports Arena Blvd.
2772 E. Mission Ave.
San Diego • 224-2873
San Diego • 224-2873
San Diego • 224-2873

Parkside • 224-2873
La Jolla • 224-2873
La Jolla • 224-2873

Weight Reduction Medical Clinics

Fullerton: 7777 E. Fullerton Ave.
Centennial: 292-3660

Check your Yellow Pages for additional locations too.

WEIGHT REDUCTION MEDICAL CLINIC
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WE QUIT!
BUY BELOW COST!!
MARK THE SHARK CLOSES FOREVER
EVERYTHING MUST GO
THIS IS IT!! WE ARE NOT REOPENING ELSEWHERE, FINAL DAYS!!
- NAME BRANDS-
  MARANTZ • PIONEER • CLARION • SANYO • CROWN • GRUNDIG
  MIDLAND • PANASONIC • PHONEMATE • SHARP • SHERRWOOD • MGX • JVC
  AND MANY MORE!!
- EXAMPLES-
  AM/FM CAR STEREO CASSETTES FROM $18.50 • DIGITAL CAR STEREO BY MAJESTIC, AM/FM CASSETTE WITH 12-STATION PRESETS, SEEK, SCAN, LOCKING FAST FORWARD AND REWIND, REG. $175 • NOW $55 • AM/FM DIGITALLY STYLE RADIOS FROM 36 • TELEPHONES 55 •
  • AM/FM STEREO PORTABLES $45 • STEREO BLASTERS FROM 525 • AM/FM WITH TV BAND PORTABLE RADIO, AC/DC 110 • CREDIT CARD CALCULATORS $3.00 • VOLT BATTERIES 35 • POWER ANTENNAS $12 •
  REGULAR ANTENNAS FROM 34 • LCD WATCHES 54 • CAR ALARMS 53 •
  AM/FM WALKMAN-STYLE STEREO WITH HEADPHONES 58 • MEMOREX LOSS TRAPS 51 • AA BATTERIES 154 EACH • CB BATTERIES 254 •
  200-WATT SEPARATE CAR AMPLIFIER 544 • CB 40-CHANNEL 539 •
  STEREO HEADPHONES 52.00 • CB ANTENNAS 58 • 5-BAND
  EQUALIZER 319
- END OF SHOWROOM-STYLE STEREO 513 • TENT LANTERNS 54 •
  CLAMP-ON LAMPS 56 • AAA ALKALINE BATTERIES 354 EACH • 5" TV WITH AM/FM, AC/DC 55B
- THERE’S MORE!!
  6"X6" CAR STEREO SPEAKERS WITH COVER AND WIRE 54 EACH • JENSEN 649
  3-WAY CAR SPEAKERS 557 PAIR • CLARION DIGITAL CAR STEREO 8100 995
  • PIONEER DIGITAL CAR STEREO 5125 • SHERWOOD MINI CAR STEREO 360
  • BOX SPEAKERS 2.75 EACH • TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES FROM 530 • BINOCULARS 521 • CLOCK RADIO 10-MEMORY PHONES 547 •
  SANYO MINI IN-DASH HIGH-PWR AUTO-REVERSE CAR STEREO 545 •
  PIONEER SPEAKERS $10 EACH • JVC SPEAKERS 511 EACH • CAR FANS 53 •
  ECHO KEY CHAINS 52 • POLYPROPELENE SPEAKERS, 2-5/8 546 EACH •
  HI-PERFORMANCE, SOFT-DOME TWEETERS 59 EACH • CLAMP-UP 56 59 EACH
  • 2-PIECE TOUCH TONE TELEPHONES $59
  • DUAL CASSETTE WITH DUBBING, AM/FM PORTABLE, DETACHABLE SPEAKERS 549 • 25" PHONE CORD 99 • SONY SUPER DIGITAL AM/FM CASSETTE CAR STEREO 350
  • SANYO CAR AMPLIFIER 518 • WATER RESISTANT WATCHES 52 • WALKMAN BOOSTER SPEAKERS 590 • 700•
  CORDLESS TELEPHONE 540

TRIBULL INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER'S PRE-OPENING SALE
(AMERICA'S LOWEST PRICES WITH THE COMPUTER BUSINESS
QUALITY IBM PC-XT COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS OPTIONS
$690
- $100 in extra-free software • 30-day money back guarantee •
- $300 in extra-free software • 90-day money back guarantee •
- $500 in extra-free software • 90-day money back guarantee •
- $700 in extra-free software • 90-day money back guarantee •
- $900 in extra-free software • 90-day money back guarantee •
- ANY SYSTEM AVAILABLE
- ANY SYSTEM AVAILABLE
- ANY SYSTEM AVAILABLE
- ANY SYSTEM AVAILABLE
- ANY SYSTEM AVAILABLE

MARK THE SHARK STEREO
KIRKLY MESA 292-1850
7644 Clarendon Mesa Blvd.
Monday-Saturday 9:30-7:00
Sunday 12:00-5:00
All items limited to stock on hand

BEST PRICES
FOR CASH
ALL CASH PRICES
ADD IN VT 5% FOR SALES TAX OR CASH